
Lesson
Comparing Functions

Chapter 7

7-7B

 BIG IDEA   Different descriptions of functions make it 

possible to compare functions in a variety of ways.

You have seen functions described verbally, in tables, by equations, 
and using graphs. With any of these descriptions, you can compare 
functions.

Example 1
Jorge is renting a truck for a day to help his sister move. He expects to drive a 
total of 75 miles. Here are two different advertisements of costs for possible 
rentals. Which company will be cheaper for Jorge?

Valuable Van
Sample Rates

only $49.99 a day

plus $1.19 per mile

miles  cost
  10 ..................   $53.85
  25 ..................   $74.70
  50 .................. $109.45
  80 .................. $151.15
 115 ................. $199.80

Moving Made Easy

Solution  Write an equation for each choice and evaluate for 75 miles. Call 
the plans E (for “easy”) and V (for “van”). Let m be the number of miles driven.
Plan E: E(m) = 1.19m + 49.99
Plan V: Find the slope of the line. We use points (25, 74.70) 
and (50, 109.45).

  109.45 - 74.70  __ 50 - 25   =   34.75 _ 25   = 1.39
Find b. Use point (10, 53.85).

V(m) = 1.39m + b
53.85 = 1.39(10) + b
39.95 = b
V(m) = 1.39m + 39.95
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Comparison 1:
E(75) = 1.19(75) + 49.99 = $139.24
V(75) = 1.39(75) + 39.95 = $144.20
For 75 miles, Plan E is cheaper by about $5.
Comparison 2: Use a graphing utility to graph the functions E and V.

The graph makes it clear that Plan V is cheaper when driving less 
than 50.2 miles. Plan E is cheaper for a 75-mile trip.

Suppose we want to describe “the remaining balance on a $20 bus fare 
card after n trips that each cost $2.25.” Let this remaining balance 
be called r(n) since it depends on n. Then an equation for r(n) is 
r(n) = 20 - 2.25n. The function r can also be described by the table 
and graph below.

n r(n)

0 20.00
1 17.75
2 15.50
3 13.25
4 11.00
5 8.75
6 6.50
7 4.25
8 2.00  

n
2 6 8

20

15

10

5

r(n)

4
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Example 2
Consider two linear functions Q and R as described by the table and equation 
below. Which has the greater rate of change?

  
x Q(x)

–1 –5

  2 _ 
3
  0

1 1

2.5 5.5

Solution  “Rate of change” is another term for “slope.”
For Q, use (–1, –5) and (1, 1) to � nd the slope.

   –5 - ? _ ? - ?   =   ? _ ?  
The slope of R is ? .

?  has the greater rate of change.

Example 3
The population from 1990 to 2006 (in thousands) of Austin, TX can be 
modeled by A(x) = 497(1.0225)x. During the same period, Milwaukee, WI 
had a population B(x) (in thousands) that can be modeled by 
B(x) = 629(0.9942)x. In each function, x represents the number of 
years after 1990.

a. Describe how the population of each city changed from 1990 to 2006.

b. Estimate when Austin’s population became greater than that of Milwaukee.

Solution  

a. By evaluating A(x) when x = 0, Austin had a population 
of about 497,000 in 1990. The base 1.0225 indicates 
the population grew at about the rate of 2.25% per year 
until 2006. 
Based on B(x), Milwaukee had a population of about 629,000 
in 1990. The base 0.9942 indicates the population decreased 
at about the rate of 1 - 0.9942 = 0.0058, which is a 
decrease of 0.58% per year through 2006.

b. Use a graphing utility to graph A and B and � nd the intersection of the 
two functions.
The intersection is at about (8.4, 600).
1990 + 8.4 = 1998.4. So Austin, TX had a greater population 
than Milwaukee, WI starting sometime in 1998.

GUIDEDGUIDED

R(x) =   2 _ 5   x - 6R(x) =   2 _ 5   x - 6
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Questions
COVERING THE IDEAS

 1. Identify four ways of describing a function.

 2. In Example 1, if Valuable Van changed its fi xed daily fee to $33.33 
and everything else stayed the same, which plan would be cheaper 
for Jorge?

In 3 and 4, two lines �1 and �2 are described. Tell which line has the 
greater rate of change. Support your answers.

 3. �1: f(x) = x + 10 4. �1: 3x - 2y = 12
�2: x g(x)

3 6

–1 2

  �2: x + 2y = –4

In 5 and 6, C(x) = 428(1.0245)x is a good estimate of the population of 
Charlotte, NC (in thousands) when x is the number of years after 1990, 
for 0 ≤ x ≤ 16.

 5. Was the population of Charlotte increasing or decreasing from 1990 
to 2006?

 6. Estimate Charlotte’s population in 
 a. 2000. b. 2006.

 7. Population growth or decline is frequently modeled by 
P(t) = P0rt where P0 is the initial population, r is the rate, 
and t is the time in years.

 a. What values for r indicate a population increase?
 b. What values for r indicate a population decrease?

APPLYING THE MATHEMATICS

 8. Refer to the graph of linear functions f and g below.

  

f(x)

g(x)

y

x
1 2 3 4 5

5
4
3
2

6
7

1

�1

�3

�1�3�4�5 �2

�2

(�4, 0)

(�1, 0)

(0, 2)

(0, 1)

 a. Which function has the greater rate of change?
 b. Justify your answer in Part a two different ways.
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 9. Suppose g and h are linear functions, with g(10) = 15, g(–3) = 2, 
h(4) = 6, and h(0) = 8.

 a. Compare the rates of change for the functions in two ways.
 b. Which function has the lesser rate of change?

10. Mike has deposited $1200 in a 5-year certifi cate of deposit earning 
2.56% interest per year. Nancy purchased a school bond for $1150 
that earned a fi xed interest rate per year and had the values given 
in the table at the right.

 a. Write an equation for an exponential function M describing the 
value of Mike’s deposit after x years.

 b. Write an equation for an exponential function N for the values of 
Nancy’s bond after x years.

 c. Graph M and N using a graphing utility.
 d. When will Nancy’s investment be worth more than Mike’s?

 11. The graph below represents the total distance Sandra walked from 
8:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. one day.

  

y

To
ta
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is

ta
n

ce
 w

al
ke

d
 (

km
)

2

1

0

3

5

4

Time

x

8:00 A.M
.

12:00 P.M
.

5:00 P.M
.

 a. When was Sandra’s pace the fastest?
 b. Of the times when Sandra was walking, when was her 

pace the slowest?
 c. For how long between 8:00 A.M. and 5:00 P.M. was she 

not walking?

Year Value

0 $1150.00

1 $1193.70

2 $1239.06

� �

10 $1669.83

Year Value

0 $1150.00

1 $1193.70

2 $1239.06

� �

10 $1669.83
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